News

1999-07-22
Companies and Individuals Contribute to XML.org Registry/Repository and XML Conformance at Upcoming OASIS Summer Workshop [1]
OASIS Welcomes Individual Members with Special Offer

1999-07-19
OASIS Advises White House on E-Commerce [2]
International XML Consortium Contributes to Internet Standardization Forum

1999-07-08
OASIS Opens Membership to Individuals and XML Industry Groups [3]
International XML Consortium Restructures Membership to Expand Access to XML Technical Work

1999-07-07
XML Support Builds as Industry Leaders Rally Around OASIS [4]

1999-07-01
Leading XML Users, Vendors and Consultants Are Represented on Consortium Board of Directors [5]

1999-05-25
OASIS Launches XML.ORG [6]
Industry Registry/Repository to Enable XML for E-Business
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